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Abstract

This paper studies ex ante effi cient resource allocation mechanism in an environment where
agents endowed with their private values must incur private entry costs to participate. Due to
the nature of this bi-dimensional screening problem and the diffi culty in fully characterizing
all implementable endogenous entries, the domain of the related social planner’s problem that
is essential for establishing the existence of effi cient mechanism needs to be carefully designed.
We find that a second-price auction among the entrants with a reserve price equal to the seller’s
valuation is ex ante effi cient, and any ex ante effi cient mechanism must be ex post effi cient.
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1 Introduction

Endogenous entry of agents has been widely identified as an important issue in practice.

In their study of the U.S. Minerals Management Service “wildcat auctions”, Hendricks,

Pinkse, and Porter (2003) find that less than 25 percent of eligible bidders participate in
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the auctions held from 1954 to 1970. For the Texas Department of Transportation mowing

contract auctions, Li and Zheng (2009) report that only about 28 percent of plan-holders

actually submit bids. Similar endogenous entry patterns have been reported by Bajari and

Hortacsu (2003) for online auctions, by Athey, Levin, and Seira (2011), Li and Zhang (2010,

2015), and Roberts and Sweeting (2013) for timber auctions, by Krasnokutskaya and Seim

(2011) for highway procurement and by Gentry and Stroup (2014) for corporate takeover

markets among many others.1

Effi cient mechanism design with endogenous entry has attracted significant amount of

attention in the literature. The ex ante effi ciency of a simple second-price auction with a

reserve price equal to seller’s value has been confirmed in a number of settings with one-

dimensional private information. In particular, Stegeman (1996) shows the effi ciency of the

said auction for a setting where bidders who are privately informed about their values need

to incur fixed entry costs to participate in an auction. Levin and Smith (1994) establish the

effi ciency of the said auction when agents need to incur a fixed cost to discover their values

before they participate in an auction. Bergemann and Välimäki (2002) study a setting where

the agents must decide how much to invest to improve the distribution of their values; the

effi ciency of the said auction also survives their setting.2

In this paper, we study a setting where asymmetric agents have two-dimensional private

information on their values and entry costs.3 ,4 This setting differs from Stegeman (1996) by

assuming that the entry costs are also private information of the agents. To the best of our

knowledge, the ex ante effi cient mechanism has not been investigated in this setting with

two-dimensional private information. Several interesting questions arise immediately in this

setting: Do we have the existence of an ex ante effi cient mechanism? If yes, what approach

should we take to identify it? How does this additional private information of the entry costs

affect its design? In particular, should the ex ante effi cient mechanism favor the entrants

with higher values net of entry costs?

In order to establish the existence of the effi cient mechanism and pin down it in our

bi-dimensional private information setting, we need to combine some new ideas with the

1Fang and Tang (2014) proposed econometric methods for inferring bidders’risk attitudes and estimating
entry costs.

2The auction design literature with endogenous entry also considered revenue maximization. This literat-
ure includes Milgrom (1981), Samuelson (1985), McAfee and McMillan (1987), Engelbrecht-Wiggans (1993),
Levin and Smith (1994), Ye (2007), Lu (2009, 2010), Moreno and Wooders (2011), Shi (2012) among many
others.

3Among alternative settings, Li and Zheng (2009) investigate a model (their Model 2) with private entry
costs and private values to study entry and competition effects. In their model, bidders discover their private
values after incurring a private cost. Li and Zhang (2015) study merger effects in a similar setting while
allowing affi liations in costs and values. In a setting of two-dimensional private information with symmetric
agents, Xu, Levin and Ye (2013) study the impact of resale on the effi ciency of a second price auction.

4The entry cost in this paper can also be treated as a communication cost as modelled in Evans (2012).
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conventional procedure adopted in the literature including Levin and Smith (1994), Stege-

man (1996) and Bergemann and Välimäki (2002) in their one-dimensional settings. In their

environments, the social welfare function is clearly continuous on a well identified compact

domain in terms of bidders’(implementable) entry profiles, which guarantees the existence of

optimal (implementable) entry that maximizes the social surplus. There are additional diffi -

culties that are unique to our two-dimensional problem. The central issue is that identifying

an appropriate domain (in terms of agents’entry profiles) of the social planner’s maximiza-

tion problem is not straightforward in our two-dimensional setting. The set of implementable

entry profiles cannot be fully pinned down in our two-dimensional setting due to the complex

nature of our problem. The social planner’s problem thus needs to be carefully defined on

a compact support of hypothetical entry profiles to guarantee the existence of maximum in

this domain; and we must further show that it delivers a maximal total surplus which is

reachable by a feasible mechanism when the agents have bi-dimensional private types.

Specifically, there are a few innovations in our procedure to establish the ex ante effi cient

mechanism. First, the set of implementable entries is of infinite dimension and unknown for

our setting. In addition, its compactness is unclear. Relying on the incentive compatibility

of bidders, we carefully identify a compact set of hypothetical entries to work on. This set of

hypothetical entries is strictly bigger than the set of implementable entries. Second, in order

to establish the existence of an optimal entry in the identified compact set of hypothetical

entries, we establish the continuity of the maximal expected total surplus as a function on

the identified infinite dimensional compact set of hypothetical entries. Third, we show that

the optimal entry identified above is indeed implementable and must be implemented by a

second price auction that is ex post effi cient.5

We thus obtain our main result that a second-price auction among the entrants with a

reserve price equal to the seller’s valuation is ex ante effi cient. An immediate implication is

that any ex ante effi cient mechanism must allocate the object to the entrant with the highest

value regardless of the entry costs. This result is somewhat surprising as it implies that an

effi cient mechanism cannot favor the entrants with lower entry costs in terms of ex post

allocative chances. The key innovation of our approach is to extend the unknown domain

of implementable entries to a compact domain so that the maximal expected total surplus

function has the same maximum in both domains.

Our finding echoes that of Fang and Morris (2006). In a different bi-dimensional private

information setting where each agent observes his own private valuation as well as noisy

signals about his opponents’private valuation, Fang and Morris (2006) also establish the

effi ciency of a second price auction.

5Here, ex post effi ciency means that the object is allocated to the entrant with the highest value. The
detailed procedure and roadmap are provided in Section 3.
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The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 sets up the model with bi-dimensional

types (value and entry cost) for agents. Section 3 presents a roadmap of analyzing the ex

ante effi cient mechanism; and clarifies on our methodological innovations in establishing

the ex ante effi cient mechanism in our two-dimensional private information environment.

Section 4 provides a partial characterization of implementable entry following a mechanism

design approach. Section 5 studies a relaxed design problem where the designer observes

agents’types. The designer who maximizes the total expected surplus can direct agents’

entry, and he can directly allocate the object to any entrant. The eligible entry set is

carefully chosen according to the characteristics of implementable entry and the requirement

of being compact. Section 6 establishes the ex ante effi cient mechanism for our bi-dimensional

setting. Section 7 provides a discussion on an alternative setting in which bidders only

observe their private entry costs before entry, and they will discover their private values

after entry. Technical proofs are relegated to the appendix.

2 The Model

There is one seller who wants to sell one indivisible object to N(≥ 2) potential agents.

We use N = {1, 2, · · · , N} to denote the set of all agents. The seller’s valuation for the
object is v0, which is public information. Each agent i’s type is described by his private

value of the object vi and private participation cost ci, where vi and ci are agent i’s private

information. Here, ci can be any costs incurred in the transaction process, or opportunity

costs of participating in the process. For i ∈ N , the private information ti = (ci, vi) is

distributed on Ti = [ci, ci]× [vi, vi] following a cumulative distribution function Fi(·, ·) with
a density function fi(·, ·) > 0 on Ti. The distributions Fi(·, ·) are public information. We
assume that all the ti are mutually independent across i ∈ N . The seller and agents are risk
neutral.

The timing of the game is as follows.

Time 0: Nature reveals the set of potential agents N , the seller’s value v0 and the

distributions of the private values and participation costs, which are public information.

Each agent i observes his private value vi and private participation cost ci, i ∈ N.
Time 1: The seller announces the mechanism. We assume that the mechanism does not

allocate the object to a nonparticipating agent, and a nonparticipant does not pay.

Time 2: The agents simultaneously and confidentially make their participation decisions

and announce their types if they decide to participate. If agent i participates, he incurs his

participation cost ci. If he does not participate, he simply takes the outside opportunity and

receives 0.

Time 3: The payoffs of the seller and the participating agents are determined according
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to the announced mechanism at time 1.

We look for the ex ante effi cient mechanism that maximizes the expected total surplus

of the seller and agents. Here, the expected total surplus equals the difference between the

expected winner’s value and the expected entry costs of all the entrants.

Based on the semirevelation principle established in Stegeman (1996, Lemma 1), there

is no loss of generality to derive the ex ante effi cient mechanisms by considering only the

truthful direct semirevelation mechanisms. For a truthful direct semirevelation mechanism,

every participant reveals truthfully his type, the nonparticipant do not announce their types.

We use a null message ∅ to denote the signal of a nonparticipant. In a direct semirev-
elation mechanism, the message space is M =

∏N
i=1Mi where Mi = {[ci, ci]× [vi, vi]} ∪ {∅}

is agent i’s message space. The outcome functions announced by the seller accommodate

all participation possibilities in the following form: payment function xi(m) and winning

probability function pi(m) for agent i, ∀i ∈ N , where m = (mi)
N
i=1 is the message vec-

tor and mi ∈ Mi is the signal of agent i. We denote the above mechanism by (p, x),

where p = (pi(m))Ni=1 and x = (xi(m))Ni=1, and p should satisfy the “feasibility” restric-

tions: pi(m) ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ N, ∀m ∈ M , and
∑N

i=1 pi(m) ≤ 1, ∀m ∈ M . Nonparticipating

agents have no chance to win the object and their payments to the seller are zero, i.e.,

pi(m) = xi(m) = 0 if mi = ∅, ∀i ∈ N .
The next section provides a roadmap of our analysis of ex ante effi cient mechanism, and

emphasizes on our methodological innovations for establishing the ex ante effi cient mechan-

ism in our two-dimensional private information setting.

3 Roadmap of Analysis and Methodological Innova-

tions

To establish the existence of the effi cient mechanism and pin down it, we need to go bey-

ond a procedure conventionally adopted in the literature (e.g., Levin and Smith (1994),

Stegeman (1996) and Bergemann and Välimäki (2002)) in one-dimensional settings to our

bi-dimensional private information setting. Their approaches share some common key steps

for deriving the effi cient mechanisms. (1) The set of implementable entries is compact. (2)

Ignoring the individual rationality and incentive compatibility of the agents, the maximal

expected total surplus for each entry is achieved by allocating the object to the entrant (in-

cluding the seller) with the highest value. (3) Such defined maximal expected total surplus

function is continuous on the compact set of implementable entries. (4) The existence of

an optimal entry (or information acquisition) that maximizes the maximal expected total

surplus is guaranteed within the set of implementable entries. (5) The optimal entry (or in-

formation acquisition) and the associated maximal expected total surplus are implemented
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by the said simple second price auction.6

However, when we follow a similar procedure in our two-dimensional setting, there are

several unique diffi culties to overcome. The central issue is that in our two-dimensional

setting, identifying an appropriate domain (in terms of agents’entry profiles) of the social

planner’s maximization problem is not straightforward, since the set of implementable entry

profiles cannot be fully pinned down. The social planner’s problem needs to be defined on

a compact support to guarantee the existence of maximum over the support, and social

planner’s problem must deliver a maximal total surplus that is reachable by a feasible mech-

anism. To the best of our knowledge, our paper is the first to identify this issue in searching

for the effi cient mechanism and provide a solution by following an innovative procedure as

described below.

First, the set of implementable entries is of infinite dimension and unknown for our

setting. In addition, its compactness is unclear. For the existence of an optimal entry, we

need to work on a carefully identified compact set of entries that is strictly bigger than the set

of implementable entries. This compact set has to be chosen with great care. One minimum

requirement is that the set must not miss the entries implemented by effi cient auctions if

they exist. Since we have no idea about the effi cient entries, we would want this set to cover

all implementable entries. On the other hand, there are costs for making the set bigger since

the chance that the resulted optimal entry goes beyond the implementable set increases.

For the purpose of selecting a right compact set, we partially characterize the properties of

the implementable entries by adopting a mechanism design approach as in Myerson (1981).

We find that any implementable entry must be described through a set of increasing and

continuous shutdown curves. Furthermore, the slopes of the shutdown curves must equal the

expected winning probabilities of the participating types. This result inspires us to identify

a compact set of hypothetical entries that are described by increasing entry curves satisfying

a Lipschitz continuity condition. Note that some of those hypothetical entries may not be

implementable by any mechanism.

Second, in order to establish the existence of an optimal entry in the identified compact

set of hypothetical entries, we need to establish the continuity of the maximal expected

total surplus as a function on the identified infinite dimensional compact set of hypothetical

entries. The required continuity is obtained by applying the Dominated Convergence The-

orem. Given this continuity, the classical Extreme Value Theorem implies that an optimal

6While one can reasonably conjecture that the ex ante effi cient auctions in the setting of one-dimensional
private information may survive our two-dimensional case, one cannot immediately obtain the ex ante effi -
ciency of the said auctions in our setting. At each entry equilibrium of the said auction, each agent’s entry
decision must be effi cient given the others’entry decisions. However, this condition only guarantees local
(but not the global) optimality of each concerned entry equilibrium. To establish the existence of the ex ante
effi cient mechanism and pin it down, one still needs to adopt a formal procedure as in the above literature.
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entry within the identified compact set must exist to maximize the maximal expected total

surplus.

Third, since the identified compact set of hypothetical entries include many non-implementable

entries, we need to establish that a hypothetical optimal entry is indeed implementable and

must be implemented by an auction that is ex post effi cient.7 That is, even if a hypo-

thetical optimal entry exists, whether such an entry and the associated maximal expected

total surplus are implementable remains to be investigated. We establish that every interior

threshold type of agents that fall on the identified optimal shutdown curves must contribute

zero to the total surplus. Since the expected payoff of the threshold types is equivalent to

their marginal contribution in a second-price auction with a reserve price equal to the seller’s

valuation, this auction must implement the optimal entry. In addition, this auction always

allocates the object to the entrant with the highest value. The effi ciency of the second price

auction thus follows.

We will derive the ex ante effi cient mechanism following the procedure described above.

The key innovation in our procedure is to extend the unknown domain of implementable

entries to a compact domain so that the maximal expected total surplus function has the

same maximum in both domains. A crucial step for this purpose is to partially characterize

the implementable entries, which must reply on the formal analysis of feasible mechanisms

in next section.

4 Partial Characterization of Implementable Entries

The following lemma shows that any equilibrium entry must be characterized by a shutdown

curve for each agent.8 Its proof will be given in the Appendix.

Lemma 1: Any equilibrium entry that is induced by any feasible mechanism can be de-

scribed through N increasing and continuous shutdown curves Ci(vi) for i ∈ N : [vi, vi] →
[ci, ci], ∀i ∈ N . For agent i with type (ci, vi), he participates if ci < Ci(vi), and he does not

participate if ci > Ci(vi).

Define (vi`, v
i
u) to be the interval on which Ci(vi) falls into (ci, ci), if Ci(·) is not always

equal to ci or ci.
9 If Ci(vi) ≡ ci, we let v

i
` = viu = vi; if Ci(vi) ≡ ci, we let vi` = viu = vi.

Lemma 1 specifies the participation for the agents whose types are not on the shutdown

7Here, ex post effi ciency means that the object is allocated to the entrant with the highest value.
8Unlike in Stegeman (1996) and Tan and Yilankaya (2006) where potential bidders participate according

to their entry thresholds that are points in the single dimensional value spaces of bidders; in our setting
potential bidders participate according to their shutdown curves in their two dimensional spaces of values
and entry costs.

9Note that Ci(vi) ≡ ci ∈ (ci, ci) cannot be an equilibrium shutdown curve.
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curves. We can specify the participation of agents whose types are on the shutdown curves

as follows:10 If vi` < viu, we assume that agent i with types (Ci(vi), vi) where vi ≥ vi`
participates, and agent i with types (Ci(vi), vi) where vi < vi` does not participate. If

Ci(vi) ≡ ci, we assume all types of agent i participate; If Ci(vi) ≡ ci, we assume no type of

agent i participates. Because the measure of all involved types on the shutdown curves is

zero, this specification does not affect the participation and bidding strategies of other types

of agents. More importantly, the expected total surplus is not affected.

Definition 1: Consider any increasing and continuous function σi : [vi, vi] → [ci, ci]. Let

Γip(σi) = {(ci, vi) ∈ Ti|ci ≤ σi(vi) and vi ≥ v̂i} where v̂i = inf{vi ∈ [vi, vi] : σi(vi) > ci}, if
σi(vi) 6≡ ci; otherwise Γip(σi) = ∅.

Therefore, for a shutdown curve Ci(·), Γip(Ci), i ∈ N is the set of all participating types

of agent i. Note that Γip(Ci) is empty if Ci(vi) ≡ ci, and Γip(Ci) is Ti if Ci(vi) ≡ ci.

Lemma 1 has shown that any implementable entry must be characterized by a set of

continuous and increasing shutdown curves for the agents. However, it is not true that

every set of shutdown curves that are continuous and increasing must correspond to an

implementable entry. We next further characterize some useful properties of implementable

shutdown curves following a mechanism design approach.

Consider any implementable entry equilibrium described by given shutdown curves C
= (C1(·), C2(·), · · · , CN(·)). In the next proposition (whose proof will be given in the Ap-
pendix), we partially characterize an implementable entry by following a mechanism design

approach. Note the monotonicity of Ci(·) implies that Ci(·) is differentiable almost every-
where. Nevertheless, the next proposition first establishes the Lipschitz continuity of Ci(·)
without relying on its differentiability.

Proposition 1: For any given implementable shutdown curves C = (C1(·), C2(·), · · · , CN(·)),
we have for each i ∈ N , Ci satisfies the Lipschitz condition |Ci(vi) − Ci(v

′
i)| ≤ |vi −

v′i|, ∀vi, v′i ∈ (vi, vi). Moreover, Ci(·) is differentiable almost everywhere, and the deriv-
ative C ′i(vi) (when it exists) gives entrant i’s expected winning probability regardless of his

entry costs if his value is vi ∈ (vil , v
i
u).

5 A Relaxed Problem

Note that Proposition 1 above does not provide a full characterization of implementable

shutdown curves. As a matter of fact, it is well expected that to fully pin down the set

10This specification is supported by Lemma A.1 in the Appendix that establishes the payoffs of bidders
whose types are on the shutdown curves if they participate.
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of all implementable entries in our two-dimensional setting is very challenging if not im-

possible. For this reason, it is not realistic to study ex ante effi cient auctions via the set of

implementable shutdown curves. On the other hand, based on Proposition 1, we can restrict

our attention to the increasing and continuous shutdown curves which satisfy the Lipschitz

condition when searching for the ex ante effi cient entries. This observation leads us to con-

sider N increasing and continuous functions from [vi, vi] to [ci, ci] satisfying the Lipschitz

condition for i ∈ N as a hypothetical entry. We can thus study ex ante effi cient mechanisms

by considering a relaxed optimization problem.

Definition 2: Let Ωi = {ωi(·) : [vi, vi]→ [ci, ci] | ωi(·) is increasing and |ωi(vi)− ωi(v′i)| ≤
|vi−v′i|, ∀vi, v′i ∈ [vi, vi]}. Let di be the usual metric on the space Fi of continuous functions
on [vi, vi], i.e., di(ωi, ω

′
i) = maxvi∈[vi,vi]

{|ωi(vi) − ω′i(vi)|} for ωi, ω′i ∈ Fi. Let Ω =
∏N
i=1 Ωi

with a metric d(ω, ω′) =
∑N

i=1 di(ωi, ω
′
i) for ω = (ω1, . . . , ωN), ω′ = (ω′1, . . . , ω

′
N) ∈ Ω.

Lemma 2: The space (Ω, d) is compact.

Proof: Fix any i ∈ N . Any function in Ωi is also bounded by ci. By the Lipschitz condition,

Ωi is an equicontinuous family of real valued functions on the interval [vi, vi]. The classical

Ascoli-Arzelá Theorem as on page 208 of Royden and Fitzpatrick (2010) implies that the

closure of Ωi in Fi is compact. Since the monotonicity, continuity and Lipschitz conditions
are preserved under the uniform limit as defined by the metric di, Ωi is a closed subset of

Fi. Hence Ωi is compact. The compactness of (Ω, d) thus follows. �

We consider a relaxed problem where the designer can observe all agents’types (ci, vi),

and he can direct any agent i to participate if and only if ti ∈ Γip(ωi) according to any N

curves ω = (ωi(·)) ∈ Ω and allocate the object to any entrant (including the seller). The

designer chooses the optimal ω and allocation rule to maximize the total expected surplus.

Clearly, for any ω the designer should allocate the object to the entrant with the highest

value. In other words, the above allocation rule renders the maximal expected total surplus

(METS) for any given entry corresponding to ω. Denote the METS corresponding to ω by

S(ω). Here, we would like to emphasize that the participation and incentive compatibility

conditions of agents are ignored.

Let t= (ti)
N
i=1 and vh(t;ω) to denote the highest value of the seller and all participating

agents for given ω. We thus have

vh(t;ω) =

{
max{v0,max{∀j;(cj ,vj)∈Γjp(wj)} vj}, if {j ∈ N|(cj, vj) ∈ Γjp(ωj)} 6= ∅,
v0, if {j ∈ N|(cj, vj) ∈ Γjp(ωj)} = ∅.

The maximal expected total surplus S(ω) can be written as

S(ω) = Evh(ω)−
∑
i∈N

∫
ti=(ci,vi)∈Γip(wi)

cifi(ti)dti.
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The following lemma shows the continuity of S(·) on Ω.

Lemma 3: The maximal expected total surplus S(·) is continuous on Ω.

It is thus obvious from Lemmas 2 and 3 that there exists a ω∗ ∈ Ω that maximizes S(ω).

In the next lemma, we characterize the properties of the optimal ω∗, which provide the key

insights for us to solve our bi-dimensional screening problem. The proofs of Lemma 3 and 4

are in the Appendix.

Lemma 4: There must exist ω∗ = (ω∗i ) ∈ Ω that maximizes S(·) within Ω. Agent i with

types ti ∈ Ti where ti ∈ ( 6∈)Γip(ω
∗
i ) must contribute nonnegatively (nonpositively) to S(ω∗) if

he participates, given that any other agent j ∈ N \{i} participates if and only if tj ∈ Γjp(ω
∗
j)

and the object is allocated to the participant (including the seller) with the highest valuation.

6 Ex Ante Effi cient Auction

When we characterize ω∗ in the previous section, we ignore the full implementability of the

hypothetical entries in Ω. It remains a key issue whether the optimal ω∗ characterized in

Lemma 4 is indeed implementable. For this purpose, we need to show that it is implementable

by an auction which allocates the object to the participant with the highest valuation. The

derivation is based on the insight that the necessary conditions provided in Lemma 4 are

suffi cient conditions for a seond-price auction to implement ω∗.

Theorem 1: The second-price auction with a reserve price equal to seller’s valuation and
zero entry fee has an entry and bidding equilibrium that maximizes the expected total surplus

of all seller and agents.

Proof: Note that the contribution of type ti to S(ω∗) can be alternatively interpreted as the

expected payoffs of the agent i of type ti in this second-price auction, if other agent j(6= i)

participates if and only if tj ∈ Γjp(ω
∗
j) and bids their true values when participating. It is

thus an entry equilibrium in the second-price auction that agent i participates if and only if

ti ∈ Γip(ω
∗
i ). This auction induces entry ω

∗ and truthful bidding of entrants, thus it achieves

S(ω∗). �

The procedure of showing the ex ante effi cient auction illustrates clearly the intuition

behind Theorem 1. A set of necessary conditions for the hypothetical optimal entry ω∗ ∈
Ω are suffi cient for it to be implemented through a second-price auction with a reserve

price equal to seller’s valuation and zero entry fee, which always awards the object to the

participant with the highest value.

Cao et al. (2018) reveal that in general there exist multiple entry equilibria in second price

auctions with bi-dimensional private information of values and entry costs. This means that
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the ex ante effi cient auction identified in Theorem 1 in general has ineffi cient entry equilibria

other than the effi cient one. Nevertheless, Cao et al. (2018) establish suffi cient conditions

for the uniqueness of entry equilibrium for environments with two agents.

We define ex post effi ciency by allocation of the object to the entrant with the highest

value. The following result entails.

Corollary 1: Any ex ante effi cient mechanism must be ex post effi cient, i.e., it always

allocates the object to the participant with the highest valuation regardless of the entry cost

profile.

Proof: Denote the effi cient entry implemented by an ex ante effi cient auction A by C.
According to Proposition 1, we have C ∈ Ω. For C, the METS is attained if the object
is assigned to the participant with the highest valuation. This METS cannot be higher

than that of the Theorem 1 ex ante effi cient auction by the definition of ω∗. However, if

auction A fails to allocate the object to the entrant with the highest valuation with a positive
probability, then the total expected surplus achieved must be strictly lower than that of the

ex ante effi cient auction of Theorem 1. However, this means that auction A cannot be ante
effi cient. Therefore, any ex ante effi cient auction must be ex post effi cient. �

Corollary 1 implies that an effi cient mechanism cannot favor the entrants with lower

entry costs in terms of ex post winning chances. This is somewhat surprising since such

an allocation rule could provide higher incentive to more cost-effi cient agents to participate,

which could possibly increase the ex ante effi ciency by reducing entry costs of the participants.

Moreover, Corollary 1 means that the ex ante effi ciency of the second price auction of

Theorem 1 in general can not be extended to a first price or all pay auction when agents are

asymmetric since in these auctions ex post effi ciency is not guaranteed.

7 Discussion on Sequentially Acquired Information on

Entry Costs and Values

In our model, the bidders are initially endowed with a two-dimensional type ti = (ci, vi), i.e.,

they observe their private entry costs and private values before entry. Alternatively, one can

consider a model in which the bidders only observe their private entry costs before entry, and

they will discover their private values after entry. This alternative model has been adopted

by Li and Zheng (2009) (in their Model 2) to study entry and competition effects, and by Li

and Zhang (2015) to study merger effects. In particular, Li and Zhang (2015) further allow

affi liations in costs and values in their analysis.

Since bidders’information about their costs and values is acquired sequentially in this

alternative setting, deriving the ex ante effi cient mechanism essentially calls for the tech-
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nique of dynamic mechanism design, which is beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless,

Lu and Ye (2013) have provided such an analysis while assuming the costs and values are

independently distributed across bidders. They completely characterized ex ante effi cient

two-stage mechanisms, with the first stage being an entry right allocation mechanism and

the second stage being a private good allocation mechanism. They find the ex ante effi cient

second-stage private good allocation mechanism must be ex post effi cient, which is consistent

with the finding in this paper. The ex ante effi cient first stage entry right allocation mechan-

ism however must shortlist the bidders with lower entry costs and the number of entry slots

is endogenously and optimally determined by the whole profile of entry costs. In particular,

this ex ante effi cient entry right allocation rule cannot be implemented by a simultaneous

entry mechanism defined by an entry cutoff.11

Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1: First, we show the existence of shutdown curves. For any entry equilibrium

induced by any given auction rule, consider any type (ci, vi) ∈ Ti. If this type of agent i parti-

cipates with a positive probability, agent i with types (c′i, vi) where c
′
i < ci must participate with

probability 1. The arguments are the following. If agent i with (c′i, vi) where c
′
i < ci participates

with probability 1 and mimics the bidding strategy of type (ci, vi), he gets strictly positive expec-

ted payoff since his entry cost is lower. This implies that agent i with (c′i, vi) must gain strictly

positive payoffwhen he participates and bids optimally. Thus agent i with (c′i, vi) participates with

probability 1. Equivalently, if agent i with (ci, vi) participates with probability 0, agent i with

types (c′i, vi) where c
′
i > ci must participate with probability 0. Based on this observation, for

each vi ∈ [vi, vi], we have a critical value Ci(vi) ∈ [ci, ci] so that agent i with types (ci, vi) where

ci < Ci(vi) must participate with probability 1, and agent i with types (ci, vi) where ci > Ci(vi)

must not participate. Note that there is no possibility of stochastic participation unless for types

(vi, Ci(vi)),∀vi ∈ [vi, vi].

Second, we consider the monotonicity of these shutdown curves. We claim that Ci(vi) ≥ Ci(v′i),
if vi > v′i. We show this by contradiction. Suppose Ci(vi) < Ci(v

′
i) for vi ≥ vi > v′i ≥ vi. Consider

agent i with type (ci, vi) where ci ∈ (Ci(vi), Ci(v
′
i)). If he participates and mimics the strategy of

type (ci, v
′
i), his expected payoff is at least equal to that of type (ci, v

′
i), which is strictly positive.

This leads to that agent i with type (ci, vi) must participate with probability 1. This conflicts with

the assumption that agent i with type (ci, vi) where ci ∈ (Ci(vi), Ci(v
′
i)) does not participate.

Third, we show that Ci(vi) is continuous. Suppose Ci(·) is not continuous. Without loss

11The analyses with affi liated costs and/or values remain open in the literature. We leave these investig-
ations to future research.
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of generality, we assume that limv→vi−Ci(v) < Ci(vi) for some vi ∈ (vi, vi). Then we must

have limv→vi−Ci(v) < Ci(vi) since Ci(·) is increasing. Note that Ci(·) is a bounded increas-
ing function, so we have limv→vi−Ci(v) exists. Consider agent i with type (c̃i, vi) where c̃i ∈
(limv→vi−Ci(v), Ci(vi)). The expected payoff of agent i with type (c̃i, vi) must be strictly positive.

Then agent i with type (c̃i, ṽi) where ṽi is slightly smaller than vi also gets strictly positive expec-

ted payoff if he mimics the strategy of type (c̃i, vi). This result conflicts with the assumption that

(c̃i, ṽi) does not participate. �

Lemma A.1: Consider shutdown curve Ci(·) for any agent i ∈ N . (i) If vi` < viu, the expected

payoff of agent i with types (Ci(vi), vi) where vi ∈ [vi`, v
i
u] is exactly zero if he participates; the

expected payoff of agent i with types (Ci(vi), vi) where vi ∈ [vi, v
i
`) is no bigger than zero if he

participates; the expected payoff of agent i with types (Ci(vi), vi) where vi ∈ (viu, vi] is no smaller

than zero if he participates.

(ii) If vi` = viu = vi (i.e., Ci(vi) ≡ ci), the expected payoff of agent i with types (ci, vi) where

vi ∈ [vi, vi] is no bigger than zero if he participates.

(iii) If vi` = viu = vi (i.e., Ci(vi) ≡ ci), the expected payoff of agent i with types (ci, vi) where

vi ∈ [vi, vi] is no smaller than zero if he participates.

Proof of Lemma A.1: We first consider the case where vi` < viu. We show that the expected

payoff of agent i with types (Ci(vi), vi) where vi ∈ (vi`, v
i
u) is exactly zero if he participates. On one

hand, it can not be bigger than zero, otherwise, agent i with type (Ci(vi) + ε, vi) will participate

and mimic the strategy of (Ci(vi), vi) to get strictly positive expected payoff. This conflicts with

the definition of Ci(vi). On the other hand, it can not be smaller than zero. If he participates and

mimics the strategy of type (Ci(vi) − ε, vi), he will at least get −ε where ε can be smaller than
any positive number. This conflicts with the fact that his best expected payoff is negative if he

participates. At (ci`, v
i
`), the expected payoff of agent i can not be bigger than zero. Otherwise,

agent i with type (ci`+ε, v
i
`) will participate and mimic the strategy of (ci`, v

i
`) to get strictly positive

expected payoff. At (ci`, v
i
`), the expected payoff of agent i can also not be smaller than zero. This

is because if he participates and mimics the strategy of type (ci`, v
i
` + ε) then he will at least get −ε

where ε can be smaller than any positive number. Thus the expected payoff of agent i with type

(ci`, v
i
`) is exactly zero if he participates. The same result holds for type (ciu, v

i
u). Similar arguments

lead to that the expected payoff of agent i with types (Ci(vi), vi) where vi ∈ [vi, v
i
`) is no bigger than

zero if he participates, and the expected payoff of agent i with types (Ci(vi), vi) where vi ∈ (viu, vi]

is no smaller than zero if he participates.

The results for the two cases where vi` = viu can be similarly shown. �

Proof of Proposition 1: Consider any implementable entry equilibrium described by given shut-

down curves C = (C1(·), C2(·), · · · , CN(·)). For the corresponding shutdown curve Ci(·) of agent
i, define mi(ti) = ti if ti ∈ Γip(Ci), and mi(ti) = ∅ if ti /∈ Γip(Ci). Define agent i’s interim payoff
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when he submits mi given his private signal ti:

Ui(p,x, ti,mi) =

∫
T−i

[vipi(mi,m−i(t−i))− xi(mi,m−i(t−i))]f(t−i)dt−i − ci1Mi\{∅}(mi),

where t−i = (t1, · · · , ti−1, ti+1, · · · , tN), T−i =
∏
j 6=i Tj , m−i(t−i)) denotes the signals of agents

other than i, and f(t−i) is the density function of t−i. 1Mi\{∅} is the indicator function of the set

Mi \ {∅} in Mi. Note that Ui(p, x, ti, ∅) = 0.

A direct semirevelation mechanism (p, x) is a truthful one that implements entry of given C if

and only if for all i ∈ N ,

Ui(p,x, ti, ti) ≥ 0, ∀ ti ∈ Γip(Ci), (A.1)

Ui(p,x, ti, ti) ≥ Ui(p,x, ti, t
′
i), ∀ ti, t′i ∈ Γip(Ci), (A.2)

Ui(p,x, ti, ti) ≥ Ui(p,x, ti, t
′
i), ∀ ti ∈ Γip(Ci), t

′
i /∈ Γip(Ci), (A.3)

Ui(p,x, ti, t
′
i) ≤ 0, ∀ ti /∈ Γip(Ci), t

′
i ∈ Ti, (A.4)

pi(m) = xi(m) = 0 if mi = ∅, pi(m) ≥ 0,
N∑
j=1

pj(m) ≤ 1, ∀m ∈M. (A.5)

(A.4) guarantees that low-type agents do not participate while (A.1) guarantees that high-type

agents do participate. (A.2) and (A.3) are IC conditions.

Define conditional expected winning probability and payments

Qi(p, ti) =

∫
T−i

pi(m1(t1), · · · ,mi(ti), · · · ,mN(tN))f(t−i)dt−i,

Xi(p, ti) =

∫
T−i

xi(m1(t1), · · · ,mi(ti), · · · ,mN(tN))f(t−i)dt−i.

We first establish the Lipschitz continuity of the shutdown curves. For this purpose, we only need

to show that ∀ vi > v′i ≥ vi`, we have Ci(vi)− Ci(v′i) ≤ vi − v′i. Let ci = Ci(vi) and c′i = Ci(v
′
i).

Let ti = (ci, vi), t
′
i = (c′i, v

′
i). Incentive compatibility implies that

Ui(p,x, ti, ti)

= viQi(p, ti)−Xi(p,ti)− ci
≥ Ui(p,x, ti, t

′
i)

= viQi(p, t
′
i)−Xi(p, t′i)− ci

= (v′i + vi − v′i)Qi(p, t′i)−Xi(p, t′i)− c′i + c′i − ci
= Ui(p,x, t

′
i, t
′
i) + (vi − v′i)Qi(p, t′i) + (c′i − ci).

Note that Ui(p,x, ti, ti) = Ui(p,x, t
′
i, t
′
i) = 0 as these two types are indifferent between particip-
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ating and not participating. Therefore, we have 0 ≥ (vi − v′i)Qi(p, t
′
i) + c′i − ci, which leads to

ci − c′i ≤ (vi − v′i)Qi(p, t
′
i) ≤ vi − v′i. Hence, the shutdown curve is Lipschitz continuous when

v ∈ [vil , v
i
u], which further implies that Ci(·) is Lipschitz continuous when vi ∈ [vi, vi].

Note that the monotonicity of Ci(·) implies that Ci(·) is differentiable almost everywhere. We
next show that the derivative C ′i(vi) (when it exists) of the shutdown curve Ci at vi ∈ (vi`, v

i
u)

equals exactly the expected winning probability of the participant i with value vi regardless of

his entry costs. Using Ui(p,x, ti, ti) and Qi(p, ti), we can reinterpret conditions (A.1) to (A.5),

when Ci(·) 6= ci and Ci(·) 6= ci, for all i ∈ N . If a direct mechanism (p,x) is a truthful one that

implements entry C , then for all i ∈ N , the following conditions hold. Note that these conditions
hold almost everywhere.

Qi(p, ti) ≥ Qi(p, t′i), ∀ ti = (ci, vi), t
′
i = (ci, v

′
i) ∈ Γip(Ci), vi ≥ v′i,∀ i ∈ N , (A.6)

∂Ui(p,x, ti, ti)

∂vi
= Qi(p, ti), ∀ti = (ci, vi) ∈ Γip(Ci), ∀i ∈ N , (A.7)

∂Ui(p,x, ti, ti)

∂vi
= C ′i(vi), ∀ti = (ci, vi) ∈ Γip(Ci), where vi ∈ [vi`, v

i
u], ∀ i ∈ N , (A.8)

∂Ui(p,x, ti, ti)

∂ci
= −1, ∀ti = (ci, vi) ∈ Γip(Ci), ∀i ∈ N , (A.9)

Ui(p,x, ti, ti) = 0, ∀ ti = (Ci(vi), vi), where vi ∈ [vi`, v
i
u], ∀ i ∈ N . (A.10)

(A.10) is from Lemma A.1(i). Similar procedure as in Myerson (1981) leads to (A.6), (A.7)

to (A.9) by considering single dimensional deviations of agent i.12 Take vi` < vi < v′i < viu, and

let ci = Ci(vi), ci = Ci(v
′
i). Note Ui(p,x, (ci, vi), (ci, vi)) = 0 and Ui(p,x, (c′i, v

′
i), (c

′
i, v
′
i)) = 0.

Therefore,

[Ui(p,x, (c
′
i, v
′
i), (c

′
i, v
′
i))− Ui(p,x, (ci, v′i), (ci, v′i))]

+[Ui(p,x, (ci, v
′
i), (ci, v

′
i))− Ui(p,x, (ci, vi), (ci, vi))] = 0.

When v′i → vi, we have c′i → ci. (A.7) and (A.9) thus lead to (A.8). (A.8) and (A.7) give

C ′i(vi) = Qi(p, ti), ∀ti = (ci, vi) ∈ Γip(Ci), where vi ∈ (vi`, v
i
u), ∀ i ∈ N .

From (A.7) and (A.8), we have C ′i(vi) = Qi(p, ti) ∈ [0, 1], ∀vi ∈ (vi`, v
i
u) if Ci(·) 6= ci and

Ci(·) 6= ci, ∀i ∈ N . �

Proof of Lemma 3: Let {ωn}∞n=0 to be a sequence of curve sets in Ω such that for each i ∈ N ,
supx∈[vi,vi]

|ωni (x) − ω0
i (x)| converges to zero as n → ∞. We need to prove that limn→∞ S(ωn) =

S(ω0). For notational simplicity, we denote Γjp(ωnj ) by Dnj , and Tj \ Dnj by Dc
nj . For a set K,

let 1K denote the indicator function of the set K; that is 1K is 1 on K and 0 outside K. We can

12Detailed proofs are available from the authors upon request.
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rewrite vh(t;ω) as follows:

vh(t;ωn) =
∑
I⊆N

max
j∈I∪{0}

vj
∏
j∈I
1Dnj (tj)

∏
k∈N\I

1Dc
nk

(tk),

where I is a subset of N , including the empty set. Hence, it follows that

Etvh(t;ωn) =
∑
I⊆N

∫
(t1,...,tN )∈T1×···×TN

max
j∈I∪{0}

{vj}
∏
j∈I
1Dnj (tj)

∏
k∈N\I

1Dc
nk

(tk)
N∏
i=1

fi(ti)dt1 . . . dtN .

For each i = 1, . . . , N , choose ti = (ci, vi) not on the curve ω0
i . We have ω

0
i (vi) > ci or ω0

i (vi) < ci.

By the uniform convergence property of {ωn}∞n=1, we obtain that ω
n
i (vi) > ci or ωni (vi) < ci for n

large enough, which also implies that limn→∞ 1Dni(ti) = 1D0i(ti) and limn→∞ 1Dc
ni

(ti) = 1Dc
0i

(ti).

For each fixed subset I of N , the sequence of functions

max
j∈I∪{0}

{vj}
∏
j∈I
1Dnj (tj)

∏
k∈N\I

1Dc
nk

(tk)
N∏
i=1

fi(ti),

is dominated by the integrable function maxj∈N∪{0}{v̄j}
∏N
i=1 fi(ti) where v0 = v0 and converges

to

max
j∈I∪{0}

{vj}
∏
j∈I
1D0j (tj)

∏
k∈N\I

1Dc
0k

(tk)
N∏
i=1

fi(ti), ∀I,

except on the null set
∏
i∈N graph(ω0

i ). By the Dominated Convergence Theorem (see, for example,

page 376 of Royden and Fitzpatrick (2010)),

lim
n→∞

Etvh(t;ωn)

=
∑
I⊆N

∫
(t1,...,tN )∈T1×···×TN

max
j∈I∪{0}

{vj}
∏
j∈I
1D0j (tj)

∏
k∈N\I

1Dc
0k

(tk)
N∏
i=1

fi(ti)dt1 . . . dtN

= Etvh(t;ω0).

We now look at the second term in S(ωn).

−
∑
i∈N

∫
ti=(ci,vi)∈Γip(wni )

cifi(ti)dti = −
∫

(t1,...,tN )∈T1×···×TN

∑
i∈N

[ci1Dni(ti)]
N∏
i=1

fi(ti)dt1 . . . dtN .

∑
i∈N [ci1Dni(ti)]

∏N
i=1 fi(ti) is dominated by the integrable function

∑
i∈N ci

∏N
i=1 fi(ti) and con-

verges to
∑
i∈N [ci1Dn0(ti)]

∏N
i=1 fi(ti) except on the null set

∏
i∈N graph(ω0

i ).
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By the same Dominated Convergence Theorem,

lim
n→∞

∑
i∈N

∫
ti=(ci,vi)∈Γip(wni )

cifi(ti)dti =
∑
i∈N

∫
ti=(ci,vi)∈Γip(w0i )

cifi(ti)dti.

Therefore, limn→∞ S(ωn) = S(ω0). �

Proof of Lemma 4: As S(·) is a continuous function defined on a compact space Ω, according to

the classical Extreme Value Theorem (see page 200 of Royden and Fitzpatrick (2010)), there must

exist ω∗ ∈ Ω that maximizes S(·) within Ω.

For any given N curves ω ∈ Ω, define the following random variables: ∀i ∈ N ,

ṽi(t−i;ω−i) =

{
max{v0,max{∀j 6=i;(cj ,vj)∈Γjp(ωj)} vj}, if {j ∈ N \ {i}|(cj , vj) ∈ Γjp(ωj)} 6= ∅,
v0, if {j ∈ N \ {i}|(cj , vj) ∈ Γjp(ωj)} = ∅.

ṽi(t−i;ω−i) thus is the highest value of the seller and all participating agents except i. If {j ∈
N \ {i}|Γjp(ωj) 6= ∅} = ∅, ṽi ≡ v0. Denote the cumulative distribution function of ṽi by G̃i(·;ω−i),
where ω−i = (ω1, · · · , ωi−1, ωi+1, · · · , ωN ).

For simplicity, let Dj = Γjp(ωj) and Dc
j = Tj \Dj . ṽi can be rewritten as:

ṽi(t−i;ω−i) =
∑

I⊆N\{i}
max
j∈I∪{0}

vj
∏
j∈I
1Dj (tj)

∏
k∈N\{i}\I

1Dc
k
(tk).

We extend fj so that fj(tj) = 0 when tj ∈ R2 \Tj . Thus Fj can be defined on R2 as well. Let µj
be the probability measure on R2 induced by Fj . Fix any v ≥ v0. It is clear that maxj∈I∪{0} vj ≤ v
if and only if vj ≤ v for each j ∈ I. In particular, maxj∈I∪{0} vj ≤ v0 if and only if vj ≤ v0 for each

j ∈ I. By the independence assumption, we know that the probability of ṽi ≤ v is

∑
I⊆N\{i}

∏
j∈I

∫ v

−∞

∫ ωj(vj)

−∞
fj(cj , vj)dcjdvj

∏
k∈N\{i}\I

µk(D
c
k).

Thus, the probability of ṽi = v0 is

G̃i(v0;ω−i) =
∑

I⊆N\{i}

∏
j∈I

∫ v0

−∞

∫ ωj(vj)

−∞
fj(cj , vj)dcjdvj

∏
k∈N\{i}\I

µk(D
c
k),

and the probability of v0 < ṽi ≤ v is

∑
I⊆N\{i},I 6=∅

{
∏
j∈I

∫ v

−∞

∫ ωj(vj)

−∞
fj(cj , vj)dcjdvj −

∏
j∈I

∫ v0

−∞

∫ ωj(vj)

−∞
fj(cj , vj)dcjdvj}

∏
k∈N\{i}\I

µk(D
c
k),

which has a density to be denoted by g̃i(v;ω−i). We have G̃i(v;ω−i) = 0 if v < v0 and G̃i(v;ω−i) = 1

if v > maxj 6=i{vj}, and g̃i(v;ω−i) = 0 if v < v0 or v > maxj 6=i{vj}. Note that G̃i(v0;ω−i) can be
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strictly positive since v0 can be a mass point .
Define

Si(ti;ω−i) = G̃i(v0;ω−i) max(vi − v0, 0) +

∫ vi

v0

(vi − v)g̃i(v;ω−i)dv − ci,∀ti = (ci, vi) ∈ Γip(ωi).

Let ṽ∗i = ṽi(t−i;ω∗−i). Then ṽ
∗
i has a density function of g̃i(v;ω∗−i) for v > v0. In addition,

Pr(ṽ∗i = v0) = G̃i(v0;ω∗−i). Thus, Si((ci, vi);ω
∗
−i) can be interpreted as the marginal contribution

of agent i of type (ci, vi) to S(ω∗). Note that Si((ci, vi);ω∗−i) is continuous on Ti due to the existence

of density g̃i(v;ω∗−i).

Using the above new notations, S(ω∗) can be alternatively written as

S(ω∗) = {Eṽ∗i −
∑
j 6=i

∫
tj=(cj ,vj)∈Γjp(ω∗j )

cjfj(tj)dtj}+

∫ vi

vi

∫ ω∗i (vi)

ci

Si(ti;ω
∗
−i)fi(ti)dti.

Since ω∗ ∈ argmaxω∈ΩS(ω), we must have

ω∗i (·) ∈ argmaxwi(·)∈Ωi

∫ vi

vi

∫ wi(vi)

ci

Si(ti;ω
∗
−i)fi(ti)dti.

Note that Si((ci, vi);ω∗−i) strictly decreases with ci and weakly increases with vi. We thus can

define the following new function ω̃∗i (·) for agent i. For any vi ∈ [vi, vi], if Si((ci, vi);ω
∗
−i) ≤

0, then ω̃∗i (vi) = ci; if Si((ci, vi);ω
∗
−i) ≥ 0, then ω̃∗i (vi) = ci; otherwise, ω̃∗i (vi) is defined by

Si((ω̃
∗
i (vi), vi);ω

∗
−i) = 0. Clearly, ω̃∗i (·) is well defined and increasing. If ω̃∗i (·) ≡ ci or ω̃∗i (·) ≡ ci, it

then belongs to Ωi. Otherwise, there must exist an interval [ṽ∗i` , ṽ
∗i
u ] on which Si((ω̃∗i (vi), vi);ω

∗
−i) =

0. In addition, ω̃∗i (·) ≡ ci if vi ∈ [vi, ṽ
∗i
` ) and ω̃∗i (·) ≡ ci if vi ∈ (ṽ∗iu , vi]. In this case, we must have

ṽ∗i` ≥ v0. Therefore, we have

Si((ω̃
∗
i (vi), vi);ω

∗
−i) = G̃i(v0;ω∗−i)(vi − v0) +

∫ vi

v0

(vi − v)g̃i(v;ω∗−i)dv − ω̃∗i (vi) ≡ 0, ∀vi ∈ [ṽ∗i` , ṽ
∗i
u ].

Differentiating this equation on both sides leads to ω̃∗
′
i (vi) = G̃i(vi;ω

∗
−i) ∈ [0, 1], ∀vi ∈ [ṽ∗i` , ṽ

∗i
u ],

which confirms the Lipschitz condition for ω̃∗
′
i (vi). This means that ω̃

∗
i (·) ∈ Ωi.

In all the three cases considered in the previous paragraph, the ω̃∗i (·) belongs to Ωi. Clearly,

ω̃∗i (·) maximizes
∫ vi
vi

∫ wi(vi)
ci

Si(ti;ω
∗
−i)fi(ti)dti, and any other curve in Ωi does not maximize the

same objective function. Note that the uniqueness of the optimal ω̃∗i (·) is due to positive density
fi(·, ·). Therefore, we must have ω∗i (·) = ω̃∗i (·) at every point by the continuity of the two functions.
Thus, the properties of ω̃∗i (·) must hold for ω∗i (·).
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Define (vi`, v
i
u) for any ω = (ωi) ∈ Ω as in Section 3. Clearly, we have

Si((ω
∗
i (vi), vi);ω

∗
−i) = 0, ∀vi ∈ [v∗i` , v

∗i
u ], if v∗i` < v∗iu ,

Si((ci, vi);ω
∗
−i) ≤ 0, if ω∗i (vi) ≡ ci,

Si((vi, ci);ω
∗
−i) ≥ 0, if ω∗i (vi) ≡ ci.

Recall Si((ci, vi);ω∗−i) strictly decreases with ci and weakly increases with vi. Therefore we

have the properties in Lemma 4 for the contribution of a type ti to S(ω∗). �
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